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Abstract: We introduce a novel set of stability conditions for vacua with broken Lorentz
symmetry. The first class of conditions require that the energy be minimized under small
geometric deformations, which translates into requiring the positivity of a “stiffness” four-
tensor. The second class of conditions requires that stress forces be restoring under small
deformations. We then apply these conditions to examples of recently-discovered spatially
modulated (or “striped”) phases in holographic models of superconductors and high-density
QCD. For backreacted solutions we find that the pressure condition is equivalent to ther-
modynamic stability. For probe solutions, however, these conditions are in conflict with
the minimization of the free energy. This suggests that either the solutions are unstable
or the definition of the free energy in the probe approximation must be revised for these
solutions.
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1. Introduction
In systems at finite density, the energetically-preferred vacuum may break translational and
rotational invariance. For instance, in large-Nc QCD a chiral density wave is the ground
state at low temperatures [1,2]1, and in the presence of a magnetic field a chiral magnetic
wave [4] or a chiral magnetic spiral [5] can form. Inhomogeneous phases are also important
in condensed matter systems, where they may prove relevant for the description of high-Tc
superconductors [6–8].
Instabilities of the spatially homogeneous vacuum abound in holographic duals of
strongly coupled systems. First identified in [9] for zero-temperature, finite-density QCD,
1Although for N = 3 in four dimensions the ground state is expected to be a color superconductor [3].
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the authors in [10] provided a more general treatment, noting that Chern-Simons-like terms
may generically induce spatially modulated instabilities for sufficiently large values of the
density or of the Chern-Simons coupling. These instabilities have since been found in a
variety of models, from the probe-limit AdS5 Reissner-Nordstrom black hole [10] and the
Sakai-Sugimoto model at zero temperature and large axial chemical potential [11], to duals
of Fermi liquids in the probe limit [12, 13] and beyond [13], as well as in broad classes
of gravity duals for superconducting materials ( [14–18]). [19] showed, furthermore, that
duals of charge density waves can arise even without the parity- and time-translation-
invariance-violating Chern-Simons interaction. Meanwhile, factors which can stabilize the
homogeneous vacuum even in the presence of the Chern-Simons coupling include R2 grav-
itational corrections [20], magnetic fields [21, 22], and coarse-grain holographic models of
quarkonium [23].2
The actual striped vacuum state has been explicitly constructed in holographic QCD
at high temperature and density [25, 26], at zero temperature and large axial chemical
potential [11], in supergravity duals of superconductors [15, 27–32]. Though examples of
striped phases are quite common,3 these constitute just one of many types of inhomogeneus
vacua. Examples of solitons and more complicated inhomogeneous phases include [33–41].
Though models with explicitly broken translation invariance are also of great interest
(e.g. for modeling lattice effects in condensed matter systems [42–47]), in this note we
focus exclusively on systems with spontaneously broken translation invariance.
We can gain some intuition about inhomogeneous solutions from solid state physics.
A crystalline solid is an example of an inhomogeneous state: the atoms are arranged in
a periodic structure that at large distances looks like a continuous medium. The transla-
tional symmetries are spontaneously broken, with the phonons acting as Goldstone bosons.
Deformations of the solid displace atoms from their equilibrium positions, costing a finite
amount of energy. When slightly deformed, such a solid may experience internal stress
forces that tend to bring it back to its original shape: such deformation are elastic. Large
deformations which change the shape of the solid permanently are termed plastic.
With this framework in mind, we study the stability of inhomogeneous solutions under
small deformations. Our strategy differs from the usual linear stability analysis, in which
one studies time-dependent harmonic perturbations close to the static solution in config-
uration space. If the solution remains close to the original solution for all times (i.e. it
represents oscillations around a minimum of the energy), it is declared stable. This strategy
often involves solving highly non-trivial second order partial differential equations (PDEs).
We, however, deform the static solution to another static configuration, still close to the
original solution. In general the deformed configuration is not a solution of the equations
of motion, but one can interpret it as the result of applying small external forces. If the
energy of the deformed configuration is lower than the original solution, it is clear that
when the forces are turned off, either suddenly or gradually, the evolution of the system
2It is important to note that the spatially-modulated instability can occur for solutions to the full D = 11
supergravity equations of motion of string- or M-theory (see e.g. [24]): though it can be disrupted by varying
additional parameters, it does not seem to be an artifact of bottom-up or probe-limit models.
3A partial classification of possible phases was given in [31].
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will not take it back to the original solution, but rather to some different vacuum.
We develop two different types of stability conditions. The first uses the changes in the
system’s energy due to small geometrical deformations, while the second uses changes in
the momentum. In the first case, we expand the energy to second order in the deformation
and determine whether the inhomogeneous solution is truly a minimum of the energy, or
whether there are unstable directions. The second set of conditions evaluates the stress
forces on deformed solutions using the energy-momentum tensor. The latter approach
was used for instance by Gibbons to study multiple BIon solutions [48]. We will apply
these checks of stability to the spatially modulated solutions found by Ooguri and Park
in a Maxwell-Chern-Simons model [25] and in the Sakai-Sugimoto model [26]. We do not
observe any sign of instability from the condition of energy minimization, but we find
the stress force condition to be in tension with the condition of thermodynamic stability
obtained from minimizing the free energy. However, we find that a similar analysis of
backreacted solutions (using recent results of Donos and Gauntlett [50]), reveals that in
such cases the two conditions are equivalent. This suggests either that the definition of
the free energy in the probe limit is inconsistent, or that the backreaction is crucial to
stabilizing the solutions.
Though we apply our minimal energy condition specifically to solutions periodic along
a spatial direction, most of our results apply generally to static solutions. The minimum
energy condition, in particular, applies also to soliton (finite energy) solutions, an extension
of our previous work [49], where we derived conditions on the existence of solitons from
first-order deformations.
The paper is organized as follows: In section § 2 we derive the minimum energy condi-
tion for generic theories with scalar or gauge fields, and compare it to stability conditions
in elasticity. In section § 3 we find a condition on the variation of the pressure with respect
to the period of the spatially modulated solutions using a stress force analysis. In section
§ 4 we apply the stability conditions from the previous sections on striped solutions. In
section § 5 we conclude and suggest several directions for future work. We have gathered
some calculational details and additional material in two appendices.
2. Minimum energy condition
Consider a static solution to the equations of motion in a given field theory. Now perform
a geometrical transformation – such as a shear or dilation – on the solution. A solution is
energetically stable if its energy increases (or stays the same) under any such deformation.
This requirement leads to a series of constraints on static stable solutions.
In what follows we will consider for simplicity only scalar fields or Abelian vector fields.
The extension to more generic cases is straightforward.
2.1 Deformed configurations to first order
In this section we review some of the results of [49] in order to introduce our methodology
and establish some notation. Consider the simple case of a theory with one or more
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scalars φa, that possesses a static solution, φa0(x) with finite energy density. How do small
deformations affect the energy of this solution?
Generically, the energy of the solution is a function of the fields and its derivatives,
E[φa0] =
∫
ddx E(φa0, ∂iφa0), (2.1)
where E is the energy density. Let’s say we deform the configuration by a geometric
deformation in space, Λx. The deformed solution takes the form
φaΛ(x) = φ
a
0(Λx) . (2.2)
For small deformations we can do an expansion around the undeformed solution:
(Λx)i ' xi + ξi(x) . (2.3)
We will use Latin indices for spatial components i, j, · · · = 1, . . . , d and Greek indices for
spacetime components µ, ν, · · · = 0, 1, . . . , d. The energy of the deformed configuration is,
to leading order,
E[φaΛ] =
∫
ddx E (φaΛ(x), ∂iφaΛ(x))
=
∫
ddx˜
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ δxiδx˜j
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ E (φa0(x˜), ∂x˜j∂xi ∂˜jφa0(x˜)
)
'
∫
ddx˜E
(
φa0(x˜), ∂˜iφ
a
0(x˜)
)
+
∫
ddx˜ ∂˜iξ
j
[
δijE −
δE
δ∂˜iφa
∂˜jφ
a
0
]
= E[φa0]−
∫
ddx˜ ∂˜iξ
jΠij(φ
a
0) + . . . . (2.4)
In the second line we have made the change of variables x˜i = (Λx)i and in the next lines
we have expanded for xi ' x˜i − ξi. Here Πij is a stress tensor for static configurations
based on the energy density E :
Πij =
δE
δ∂iφa
∂jφ
a − δijE . (2.5)
The difference in the energy of the deformed solution compared to the original one is given
by the stress tensor (Πij) evaluated at the soliton solution:
E[φaΛ]− E[φa0] =
∫
ddx δE = −
∫
ddx ∂iξ
jΠij . (2.6)
For a static solution to the equations of motion this term must be a total derivative.4
For deformations that vanish sufficiently fast at infinity, or at least leave the boundary
conditions unaffected, the first order variation just vanishes. This is simply the statement
that the static configuration is an extremum of the potential energy (including spatial
derivatives).
4For scalars this is obvious, as E = −L. For theories with gauge fields the situation is a bit more
complicated, as the energy density and stress tensor include improvement terms; however, the variation is
still a total derivative, as described in [49].
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2.2 Deformed configurations to second order
The first-order variation condition guarantees that the solution lies at an extremum of the
energy. We can, however, expand the energy to second order in the small deformation
parameter ξi. The deformed energy takes the generic form
E[φaΛ] ≈ E[φa0] +
∫
ddx˜∂˜iξ
j Πij +
∫
ddx˜
1
2
∂˜iξ
j ∂˜lξ
m Ciljm + . . . . (2.7)
Stability thus requires that ∫
ddx˜∂˜iξ
j ∂˜lξ
m Ciljm ≥ 0. (2.8)
Note that this condition must be satisfied for arbitrary deformations. This is guaranteed if
Ciljmaˆiaˆlbˆ
j bˆm ≥ 0 (2.9)
for arbitrary unit vectors aˆ, and bˆ. Flat directions are those along which the inequality is
saturated.
Note that the second order condition (2.9) applies locally: unless a solution obeys
(2.9), one could engineer some arbitrarily complicated ξi(xj) in such a way as to make
the integrand negative. Furthermore, the condition holds even for field configurations of
infinite energy and infinite extent (as long as one can regularize them locally).
This analysis has strong parallels with the theory of elasticity of solids (see e.g. [51]).
One can describe the deformation of a solid in terms of a vector ui(x), which parametrizes
the displacement of an element of the solid from the equilibrium configuration at any given
point in spacetime. The energy changes as
dε = σijuij , (2.10)
where σij is the “stress” tensor and uij is the “strain” tensor,
uij =
1
2
(∂iuj + ∂jui) . (2.11)
For instance, the stress tensor of an ideal isotropic fluid is simply proportional to the
pressure, σij = −pδij , and measures how the energy changes with changes in volume. The
stress tensor can be defined as the variation of the energy with respect to the strain for
adiabatic processes
σij =
(
∂ε
∂uij
)
s
. (2.12)
If the deformations are small (uij << 1), the stress and the strain are proportional to each
other:
σij = Sijklukl, (2.13)
where Sijkl is the “stiffness” tensor. The system is stable if the energy is minimized for
all possible deformations. This imposes conditions on the stiffness tensor, that can be
summarized as the strong ellipticity condition: for any two unit vectors aˆ and bˆ
Siljmaˆiaˆlbˆj bˆm > 0. (2.14)
analogous to our equation 2.9, if the deformation ξi plays the same role as the displacement
vector, and the tensor C is the stiffness.
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2.2.1 Stiffness in scalar field theories
Let us now compute the stiffness for a general scalar field theory. We transform the
coordinates as x˜i = xi − ξi(x), so the energy to second order in fluctuations becomes
E[φaΛ] =
∫
ddx E (φaΛ(x), ∂iφaΛ(x))
=
∫
ddx˜
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂xi∂x˜j
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ E (φa0(x˜), ∂x˜j∂xi ∂˜jφa0(x˜)
)
= E[φa0] +
∫
ddx˜∂iξ
j
(
δijE − ∂˜jφa
δE
δ∂˜iφa
)
+
∫
ddx˜
1
2
∂iξ
j∂lξ
m
[(
δijδ
l
m + δ
i
mδ
l
j
)
E + ∂˜jφa∂˜mφb δ
2E
δ∂˜iφaδ∂˜lφb
]
(2.15)
where we have used the expansions
∂x˜j
∂xi
= δ ji − ∂iξj (2.16)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂xi∂x˜j
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 1 + ∂iξi + 12∂iξl∂lξi + 12(∂iξi)2 +O(ξ3) . (2.17)
Rewriting all factors of ∂/∂xi in terms of ∂/∂x˜i, we find the variation of the energy:
E[φaΛ]− E[φa0] =
∫
ddx˜∂˜iξ
j
(
δijE − ∂˜jφa
δE
δ∂˜iφa
)
+
∫
ddx˜
1
2
∂˜iξ
j ∂˜lξ
m
[(
δijδ
l
m + δ
i
mδ
l
j − 2δljδim
)
E + ∂˜jφa∂˜mφb δ
2E
δ∂˜iφaδ∂˜lφb
+ δjl ∂˜mφ
a δE
δ∂˜iφa
+ δim∂˜jφ
a δE
δ∂˜lφa
− δml ∂˜jφa
δE
δ∂˜iφa
− δij ∂˜lφa
δE
δ∂˜mφa
]
. (2.18)
As noted above, the first order term is a total derivative, so to leading order the variation
gives
E[φaΛ]− E[φa0] =
1
2
∫
ddx˜ Ciljm∂˜iξ
j ∂˜lξ
m, (2.19)
where the tensor C is
Ciljm =
(
δijδ
l
m − δljδim
)
E + ∂˜jφa∂˜mφb δ
2E
δ∂˜iφaδ∂˜lφb
+ δlj ∂˜mφ
a δE
δ∂˜iφa
+ δim∂˜jφ
a δE
δ∂˜lφa
− δlm∂˜jφa
δE
δ∂˜iφa
− δij ∂˜lφa
δE
δ∂˜mφa
. (2.20)
2.2.2 Stiffness in gauge field theories
For theories with vector fields, the definition of Cilmn is slightly more complicated. In some
cases it may be more straightforward to compute the tensor C˜µνρσ , whose spatial part is C
ij
lm.
We present the computation of C˜µνρσ for gauge-invariant energy densities in Appendix A.
This tensor also arises as the quadratic part of an effective Hamiltonian for time-dependent
fluctuations around the spatially modulated vacuum, an investigation which we leave for
future work.
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We now turn to calculating Cijlm for gauge theories (including those with Chern-Simons
terms). After the deformation xi → x˜i, the energy density depends on the
A0(x˜),
∂x˜k
∂xi
Ak(x˜),
∂x˜k
∂xi
F0k(x˜),
∂x˜k
∂xi
∂x˜l
∂xj
Fkl(x˜), (2.21)
The expansion of the energy density to second order is now
EΛ = E − ∂iξlpiil
+
1
2
∂iξ
j∂lξ
m
[
δljpi
i
m + δ
i
mpi
l
j − δijpilm − δlmpiij + 2Fjm
δE
δFil
+ φil jm
]
(2.22)
where we define
piil =
δE
δAi
Al + 2
δE
δFiµ
Flµ (2.23)
φil jm =
δ2E
δAiδAl
AmAj + 2
(
δ2E
δFiµδAl
AmFjµ +
δ2E
δFlµδAi
AjFmµ
)
+ 4
δ2E
δFiµδFlν
FjµFmν .
(2.24)
As for the case with scalar fields, the change in the energy to second order is
EΛ − E = 1
2
∫
ddx˜ Ciljm∂˜iξ
j ∂˜lξ
m. (2.25)
Where the tensor C is
Ciljm =
(
δijδ
l
m − δimδlj
)
E + δljpiim + δimpilj − δijpilm − δlmpiij + 2Fjm
δE
δFil
+ φil jm. (2.26)
We can new use the result of this and the previous subsection to analyze the stability of
static solutions.
2.2.3 Global deformations to second order
In systems with global (or internal) symmetries, a larger set of constraints must be satisfied
to guarantee that the energy is minimized. Since this analysis is not directly related to the
spatially modulated configurations we study in the next section, a reader interested mainly
in the latter can proceed directly to section §3.
As described in [49], in addition to geometrical deformations of static solutions, one
can also deform static solutions using global symmetries. This corresponds to elevating the
constant parameters of the global symmetry transformations to space-dependent ones.
δθφ
a(x) = θA(TA)
b
aφb(x) ⇒ δθφa(x) = θA(x)TAbaφb(x) . (2.27)
Requiring that the energy be extremized under such deformations yields the constraint
δθE[φ
a] =
∫
ddx[∂iθ
AJ iA + ∂i(δθΨ
i0
0 )] ⇒
∫
ddxJ iA = 0 , (2.28)
where J iA is a space component of the current associated with some global symmetry that
is broken by the static solution. θA is the parameter of the transformation, and in the
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last step we assumed that the surface term vanishes and we took θA = λAi x
i for constant
λAi . As above, we can derive an additional condition by requiring that the extremum be
a minimum. Let us expand the energy to second order in the global deformation. For a
constant parameter, the transformation is a symmetry of the energy. Overall,
0 = E[φaθ ]− E[φa0]
=
1
2
∫ [
ddx
δ2E
δφaδφb
δφaδφb + 2
δ2E
δφaδ∂iφb
δφa∂i(δφ
b) +
δ2E
δ∂iφaδ∂jφb
∂i(δφ
a)∂j(δφ
b)
]
=
1
2
∫ [
ddx
(
θAθB(TA)
a
c (TB)
b
d
)
×[
δ2E
δφaδφb
φcφd + 2
δ2E
δφaδ∂iφb
φc∂iφ
d +
δ2E
δ∂iφaδ∂jφb
∂i(φ
c)∂j(φ
d)
]]
.
(2.29)
Now we allow the parameters of transformation θA to be space-dependent. Using the
symmetry transformation (2.29) the variation of the energy is
E[φaθ ]− E[φa0] =
1
2
∫ [
ddx
(
(TA)
a
c (TB)
b
d
)[ δ2E
δ∂iφaδ∂jφb
φcφd
]
∂iθ
A∂jθ
B
]
+
1
2
∫ [
ddx
(
(TA)
a
c (TB)
b
d
)[ δ2E
δ∂iφaδφb
φc∂jφ
d +
δ2E
δ∂iφaδ∂jφb
(∂jφ
c)φd)
]
∂i(θ
AθB)
]
.
(2.30)
Thus the generalization of the stiffness tensor for global deformations (we may call it a
‘susceptibility’ tensor) takes the form
E[φaθ ]− E[φa0] =
∫
ddxCijAB∂iθ
A∂jθ
B + CiAB(∂iθ
AθB + θA∂iθ
B) > 0 (2.31)
where
CijAB =
1
2
δ2E
δ(∂iφa)δ(∂jφb)
(TA)
a
c (TB)
b
dφ
cφd
CiAB =
1
2
[
δ2E
δ(∂iφa)δ(∂jφb)
φc∂jφ
d +
δ2E
δ∂iφaδφb
φcφd
]
(TA)
a
c (TB)
b
d . (2.32)
The inequality at the end of (2.31) is of course the requirement that the extremum is
indeed a minimum. Obviously the energy is invariant under global transformations, namely,
constant θA.
For scalar theories with a flavor symmetry and terms at most quadratic in derivatives
the susceptibility tensor takes the form
L = Gab(φ)1
2
∂µφ
a∂µφb − V (φa) , (2.33)
we find
CijABGab(φ)(TA)
a
c (TB)
b
dφ
cφd ,
CiAB =
1
2
[
ηijGab(φ)φ
c∂jφ
d + ∂bGae(φ)∂iφ
eφcφd
]
(TA)
a
c (TB)
b
d . (2.34)
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Note that there are terms that are not only proportional to the derivative of the parameter
θA but to the parameter itself. These appear when the symmetry is non-Abelian. If we
perform a transformation θA followed by a transformation θB, this should be equivalent to
a transformation θC , but the relation between θC , θA and θB is in general non-linear.
We can further extend the analysis by considering both global and geometric defor-
mations together, with possible mixed terms between the two. We will not study this
possibility here.
3. Stress forces
If a body is in mechanical equilibrium, the sum of all the forces inside a volume element
vanish. The forces acting on the volume should be precisely equal to the force of the volume
acting on the surrounding medium.
The force acting on a volume V is the time variation of the momentum
Fi = ∂0Pi =
∫
V
ddx ∂0T
0
i, (3.1)
where d is the number of spatial dimensions and T 0i is the momentum density. In a
field theory this is part of the energy-momentum tensor Tµν . Using energy-momentum
conservation we can write the force in terms of the stress tensor as
Fi = −
∫
V
ddx ∂kT
k
i = −
∮
dd−1σnˆkT ki . (3.2)
We define nˆk as the unit vector orthogonal to the surface, pointing out from the volume.
Therefore, in the absence of external sources, the force acting on a volume element is
determined by the stresses at the boundary. Consider for example an isotropic medium
with a pressure5 that depends on one of the spatial coordinates z:
T ki = p(z)δ
k
i. (3.3)
Focus on a cylindrical block (length L, area A) within the material, with its axis along the
z direction of length L and caps of area A. The z-direction force acting on the block
Fz = −A(p(L/2)− p(−L/2)). (3.4)
If p(L/2) > p(−L/2), the cylinder is pushed towards negative values of z by the higher
pressure at z = L/2.
We can now apply this type of analysis to solutions periodic along one spatial direction.
We can perform arbitrary local deformations on the solution – each such deformation will
change the balance of internal forces in the material. For instance, we can decrease the
size of a unit cell, while at the same time deform the neighboring cells so the periodic
solution remains unchanged farther away. The forces on the faces of the unit cell no longer
cancel: the net force on the surface after the transformation could be pointing either in of
5The pressure p could also be negative in which case we call it a tension.
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Figure 1: When a cell is compressed relative to its neighboring cells there are two possible situa-
tions. In the first case (upper arrows in blue), the force on the surfaces of the compressed cell point
outward, so the force is restoring and the cell will go back to its original size when external forces
are turned off. In the second case (lower arrows in red), the surface forces point inward, so the cell
will continue compressing even further instead of returning to its original size.
or out of the unit cell. The first case is clearly unstable, since the deformed cell will now
continue decreasing in size. In the second case the force tends to push the configuration
back toward the original equilibrium (see figure 1). If the period of the unit cell is L = 2pi/k,
the condition of stability becomes
∂kp > 0. (3.5)
Simply put, when the cell is compressed its pressure should increase, and viceversa.
We can realize the situation above by slightly modifying a solution characterized by a
given wavenumber k: we make one strip shorter by a small amount and the neighboring
strips larger so that the solution is not modified further in the material outside the strip.
We can approximate this change by gluing a solution with k+δk between z = ±pi/(k+δk)
and the solution with k′ = k k+δkk+2δk in the intervals
[
−3pik ,− pik+δk
]
,
[
pi
k+δk ,
3pi
k
]
. The solution
for |z| > 3pi/k is the same as before.
We can also perform other deformations, such as changing the shape of the cell. In all
cases the system will be stable if forces are restoring and unstable otherwise.
We apply this argument to spatially modulated solutions in holographic models of
QCD in section §4.
4. Application to spatially modulated solutions
A spatially inhomogeneous vacuum (in holographic models with Chern-Simons term) was
identified in [25, 26]. [25] studies Maxwell-Chern-Simons (MCS) theory in an AdS5 black
hole, while [26] treats gauge fields living on D8 branes in the compactified D4 black hole
geometry. The latter is the deconfined phase of the Sakai-Sugimoto model [52, 53]. Both
– 10 –
examples were studied in the probe approximation, with no backreaction from the metric.
Later works (e.g. [27]) include backreaction in the MCS theory, with qualitatively similar
results. For simplicity we will study the stability conditions in the probe MCS in detail,
and later on comment on the backreacted solutions.
4.1 Spatially modulated phases in AdS5 black holes
A simple example of spatially modulated structure exists in in Maxwell-Chern-Simons
theory [25],
L =
√−g
α2
[
−1
4
F˜IJ F˜
IJ +
1
3!
√−g 
IJKLM A˜I F˜JK F˜LM ,
]
(4.1)
in an AdS5 black hole background. The A˜I = αAI are gauge fields rescaled with respect
to the Chern-Simons coupling such that entire action becomes proportional to α−2.
The holographic dual of this model is a conformal field theory at finite temperature
with a probe sector having a global symmetry. The associated global current is dual to the
gauge field in the bulk, and the Chern-Simons term implies that the global symmetry is
anomalous in the field theory. This model is interesting as a simplified version of QCD at
finite temperature, taking into account effects of the chiral anomaly.
The authors of [25] explore this model in the limit α → ∞ with a finite chemical
potential. (A0(r =∞) = µ→ 0 with αµ finite.) The background metric is given by
ds2 = −H(r)dt2 +H(r)−1dr2 + r2d~x2 with ~x = (x2, x3, x4) (4.2)
and
H(r) = r2
[
1−
(r+
r
)4]
. (4.3)
The background electric field corresponds to the asymptotic value of the field strength,
lim
r→∞ F˜0r =
E˜
r3
= − 2r
3
+
piτr3
(4.4)
where τ = T/µα is the rescaled temperature of the black hole. A spatially modulated
solution of the equations of motion is found in [25], of the form
A˜0 = f(r), A˜3 + iA˜4 = h(r)e
ikx2 (4.5)
with all other gauge field components vanishing.6 The equations of motion under this
ansatz are
∂r
(
r3f ′ + 2kh2
)
= 0 (4.6)
∂r
(
rHh′
)− k2
r
h+ 4f ′kh = 0 . (4.7)
6We have absorbed a negative sign into k with respect to the convention of [25] for later convenience.
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Figure 2: Amplitude h0 of the spatially modulated solution as a function of wave number, k in
units of 1/r+. We take τ = 0.35.
Integrating the first line allows us to express f ′ with an integral of motion E˜, using
r3f ′ + 2kh2 = −E˜ . (4.8)
This leaves a single equation
r3∂r
(
rHh′
)− r2k2h− 4kh(E˜ + 2kh2) = 0 . (4.9)
As explained in [25], this equation has non-trivial solutions – that is, with amplitude
h(r+) = h0 nonzero – only for a limited set of values of k. Solving the above equation
under the boundary condition and assuming no sources for the currents (i.e. no non-
normalizable modes in A3, A4) one finds a relation between h0 and the wavenumber of the
modulation, k (see Figure 2).
In holographic models with D-branes the components of the energy-momentum tensor
of the brane integrated along the radial direction are identified with the energy-momentum
tensor of the dual field theory [54],
〈Tµν〉 =
∫
Dp
dr
√
gDpT
µ
Dp ν , (4.10)
as a result of the map between symmetries of the gravity and gauge theories. It is natural
to extend this map to the probe gauge fields, so that the energy density of the field theory
can be defined as the integral of the bulk T00 along the radial direction
〈E〉 =
∫ ∞
r+
dr
[
1
2r3
(
E˜ + 2kh2
)2
+
k2h2
2r
+
rHh′2
2
]
. (4.11)
This is also identified with the free energy,7 plotted in Fig. 3. Its lies at roughly kr+ =
2.38.8 The corresponding solution is thus thermodynamically stable within this family of
spatially modulated solutions.
7There is, in addition, a boundary contribution that we have not included. However, when we Legendre
transform to an ensemble with fixed density, this term cancels out. The details can be found in the Appendix
of [11].
8The energy density, equation 3.11 in [25] seems to be missing a r3 factor in the integrand.
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Figure 3: Free energy F of the spatially modulated solution as a function of wave number, k, in
units of 1/r+. We set τ = 0.35. The function is minimized for kr+ ' 2.4.
4.1.1 Stiffness tensor
Using the results of section § 2 we can compute the stiffness tensor to check the stability
of these solutions under small geometrical deformations. The energy density is
E =
∫ ∞
r+
dr
√−g
[
1
2
|g00|gijF0iF0j + 1
2
|g00|grrF0rF0r + 1
2
grrgijFriFrj +
1
4
gikgjlFijFkl
]
.
(4.12)
The expression for the stiffness tensor is quite complicated, but one can show that the
condition (2.9) is satisfied. We illustrate only a part of the result. Let us take the unit
vectors
aˆ = (cos θ1, sin θ1 cosϕ1, sin θ1 sinϕ1), bˆ = (cos θ2, sin θ2 cosϕ2, sin θ2 sinϕ2). (4.13)
Then,
Ciljmaˆiaˆlbˆ
j bˆm =
1
32
∫ ∞
r+
dr
k2h2
r
[18− cos (2kx2 + 4θ1 − 2φ1)− cos (2kx2 − 2 (2θ1 + φ1))
+ 64 sin (θ1) sin (θ2) cos
2 (θ1) sin (kx2 − φ1) sin (kx2 − φ2)
− 8 sin2 (θ1) cos (2kx2 − 2φ2) + cos (2θ2)
(
8 sin2 (θ1) cos (2kx2 − 2φ2)− 4
)
+ 2 cos (2kx2 − 2φ1) + 12 cos (2θ1) + 2 cos (4θ1) + 2 cos (2 (θ1 − θ2))
+2 cos (2 (θ1 + θ2))] . (4.14)
Note that there is a shift symmetry
x2 → x2 + δx2, φ1 → φ1 + kδx2, φ2 → φ2 + kδx2, (4.15)
which allows us to evaluate the tensor at a fixed value of x2, for instance x2 = 0, this gives
an expression of the form
Ciljmaˆiaˆlbˆ
j bˆm =
1
32
∫ ∞
r+
dr
k2h2
r
C(θ1, θ2, φ1, φ2). (4.16)
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One can easily check that there are some flat directions where C = 0, for instance for
θ1 = pi/2, θ2 = 0. We have also checked that (4.16) is never negative, by first finding the
values of (θ1, θ2, φ1, φ2) where C is extremized
∂AC = 0, A = θ1, θ2, φ1, φ2, (4.17)
and evaluating C at those points. For all extremal points C ≥ 0, so (2.9) is satisfied and
there are no unstable directions. Note that this result is valid for any spatially modulated
solution on the curve in Figure 2, not only for the one which minimizes the free energy.
4.1.2 Adiabatic deformations
In addition to obtaining information about the stability of the solutions under geometric
deformations, we can compute the work done by adiabatic changes. We introduce time-
dependent deformations and eventually neglect contributions from time derivatives.
We take ξ0 = ξr = 0 for the deformations. Note that the deformed configurations are
still normalizable, since to second order
AM → AM − ∂MξNAN + ∂MξL∂LξNAN . (4.18)
The only possible non-normalizable contribution would appear from a term proportional
to A0, but since ξ
0 = 0, no such term exists.
The first order term in the variation of the energy is a total derivative, which we take
to vanish, plus an additional term proportional to
−2 ∂0ξi δE
δF0α
Fiα. (4.19)
This term appears because there is a net flow of momentum in the spatially modulated
solution. ∂0ξ
i is the velocity of the ‘volume element’ and the energy increases or decreases
depending on whether the volume element moves in the same direction as the momentum
flow. In the spatially modulated background the only non-zero terms appear for α = r and
i = 3, 4, and are proportional to
F3r = −∂rA3 = −h′ cos(kx2), F4r = −∂rA4 = −h′ sin(kx2). (4.20)
We see from this expression that momentum flows in the x3, x4 plane and that its direction
rotates as we move along the x2 direction. The first order term will vanish for deformations
transverse to the momentum flow, namely
ξ2 = ξL(t, x, r), ξ3 = ξT (t, x, r) sin(kx2), ξ
4 = −ξT (t, x, r) cos(kx2). (4.21)
We compute the quadratic order contributions to the energy for these deformations, using
the results of Appendix A. From equation (4.21) we can see that C˜αγ0δ , C˜
αγ
β0 ,C˜
αγ
rδ and C˜
αγ
βr
are irrelevant to us (we assume ξ0 = ξr = 0).
The final result for the change in the energy density is
E2 = ET + EL + Eint, (4.22)
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where (a, b = 3, 4)
EL = rk2h2
(
1
H
(∂tξ
L)2 +H(∂rξ
L)2 +
1
r2
(∂2ξ
L)2 +
1
r2
Lab∂aξ
L∂bξ
L
)
, (4.23)
ET = rk2h2
(
1
H
(∂tξ
T )2 +H(∂rξ
T )2 +H∂r
(
hh′(ξT )2
)
+
1
r2
δab∂aξ
T∂bξ
T
)
, (4.24)
Eint = 2kf ′h′ξT∂tξL + ∂2ξLMaLT∂aξT + ∂2ξTMaTL∂aξL + ξTNa∂aξL. (4.25)
We have defined
Lab = zˆazˆb, (4.26)
MaLT =
(
k2h2
r
− r3(f ′)2 − rH(h′)2
)
yˆa, (4.27)
MaTL =
(
−3k
2h2
r
+ r3(f ′)2 + rH(h′)2
)
yˆa, (4.28)
Na =
(
k2h2
r
− r3(f ′)2 + rH(h′)2
)
zˆa, (4.29)
where the unit vectors yˆ and zˆ are
yˆ = (− sin(kx2), cos(kx2)), zˆ = (cos(kx2), sin(kx2)). (4.30)
Note that zˆ is the direction of the momentum flow in the spatially modulated solution
and yˆ the direction orthogonal to it in the plane transverse to x2. Let us now define the
coordinates
y = yˆaxa, z = zˆ
axa. (4.31)
Note that for x2 = 0, y = x4 and z = x3. For x2 6= 0, the y, z coordinates are related to
the x3, x4 coordinates by a rotation.
We now assume that ξT = ξT (t, r, y, z), ξL = ξL(t, r, y, z). For a function F (y, z) the
spatial derivatives take the form (A,B = y, z)
∂aF = yˆa∂yF + zˆa∂zF, (4.32)
∂2F = y∂zF − z∂yF ≡ ABxA∂BF. (4.33)
This allows us to simplify the energy density in such a way that the dependence on the
coordinates is polynomial:
EL = rk2h2
(
1
H
(∂tξ
L)2 +H(∂rξ
L)2 +
1
r2
(ABxA∂Bξ
L)2 +
1
r2
(∂zξ
L)2
)
, (4.34)
ET = rk2h2
(
1
H
(∂tξ
T )2 +H(∂rξ
T )2 +
H
h2
∂r
(
hh′(ξT )2
)
+
1
r2
(∂yξ
T )2 +
1
r2
(∂zξ
T )2
)
,
(4.35)
Eint = 2kf ′h′ξT∂tξL + (M iLT yˆi)ABxA∂BξL∂yξT + (MaTLyˆa)ABxA∂BξT∂yξL
+ (Nazˆa)ξ
T∂zξ
L. (4.36)
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We can further simplify these expressions if we take ξT = cξL = cξ for some constant c.
Then,
E2 = (1 + c2)rk2h2
(
1
H
(∂tξ)
2 +H(∂rξ)
2 +
1
r2
(ABxA∂Bξ − c∂yξ)2
1 + c2
+
1
r2
(∂zξ)
2
)
+ ckf ′h′∂t(ξ2) +
c
2
(Nazˆa)∂z(ξ
2). (4.37)
Note that
ABxA∂Bξ − c∂yξ = y∂zξ − (z + c)∂yξ, (4.38)
so if we define a new coordinate u = z + c, the energy density is simply
E2 = (1 + c2)rk2h2
(
1
H
(∂tξ)
2 +H(∂rξ)
2 +
1
r2
((y∂u − u∂y)ξ)2
1 + c2
+
1
r2
(∂uξ)
2
)
+ ckf ′h′∂t(ξ2) +
c
2
(Nazˆa)∂z(ξ
2). (4.39)
We can read some interesting physics from this expression. First, when we integrate the
term ∝ ∂t(ξ2) over time, it gives a change in the energy proportional to the square of the
total displacement. It is analogous to a spring with a spring constant
Kspring = c
∫ ∞
r+
dr kf ′h′. (4.40)
If we set c = 0 – that is, if the deformation is only a displacement along the x2 direction
– then Kspring = 0 and the variation of the energy will depend only on derivatives of the
displacement field if we make ∂rξ = 0. Note that beyond the adiabatic regime this is an
issue, since the term proportional to (∂tξ)
2 diverges at the horizon. Neglecting the time
derivatives we are left with the contribution from the spatial components of the stiffness
tensor
E = k
2h2
r2
(
((y∂z − z∂y)ξ)2 + (∂zξ)2
)
.
The first term is the square of the angular momentum in the y, z plane, while the second
term is the square of the linear momentum in the z direction. Recall that z is the direction
of the flow of momentum in the spatially modulated solution and that the y, z plane rotates
relative to the x3, x4 axes along the x2 direction. This result suggests the possibility of
having modes with unusual dispersion relations, which depend on the angular momentum
in the transverse plane rather than on the usual linear momentum.
4.1.3 Stress forces
Let us now check the stability condition (3.5) derived from the condition on the stress forces
when the periodicity of the solution is changed locally. The pressure along the direction of
spatial modulation is
p2 =
√−g T 22 = −
1
2r3
(
E˜ + 2kh2
)2 − k2h2
2r
+
rHh′2
2
. (4.41)
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Figure 4: Average pressure of the spatially modulated solution as a function of wave number, k,
in units of 1/r+. We set τ = 0.35. The pressure has a maximum at kr+ ' 2.25.
Using the relation between the boundary and bulk stress tensor, we identify the pressure
in the field theory dual as
〈p2〉 =
∫ ∞
r+
dr
√−g T 22. (4.42)
The pressure is negative (it is actually a tension) for all k and has a maximum at around
kr+ ' 2.25 (see Fig. 4). Note that in the region where ∂k〈p2〉 < 0 a deformation that
changes the value of k in a finite region will not go back to the original equilibrium. The
minimum of the free energy is inside this region, at kr+ ' 2.4. This suggests that either the
endpoint of the instability of the homogeneous solution is a different kind of inhomogeneous
solution, or that the probe approximation does not suffice to describe the energetics of the
configuration. We will comment more on this in the next section.
Our arguments so far were based on deformations of the solutions into configurations
that do not satisfy the equations of motion and therefore require the presence of external
forces. Based on the analysis of stresses we have argued that after the external forces are
turned off the evolution of the system will take it away from the original solution if the
stress forces are not restoring. In order to show that such initial states are indeed possible
we give an explicit example of such an initial condition in Appendix B.
4.2 Stress forces and thermodynamic stability in backreacted solutions
Spatially modulated solutions of Maxwell-Chern-Simons, including backreaction, were con-
structed by Donos and Gauntlett in [27]. Equilibrium configurations were found numeri-
cally by computing the solutions as a function of the temperature and k and minimizing
the free energy at each temperature. In a more recent paper [50], the authors derive an
analytic condition that determines the minimum of the free energy with respect to k.9
9In principle one can derive the same relations using the results of [55]. We thank Ioannis Papadimitriou
for pointing this out to us.
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Their derivation is not limited to MCS, but extends to other spatially modulated
solutions as well. In the spontaneously broken case,
0 = k
δw
δk
∣∣∣
eq
= w + 〈p2〉
∣∣∣
eq
. (4.43)
This implies that
k
δ2w
δk2
∣∣∣
eq
= ∂k〈p2〉
∣∣∣
eq
. (4.44)
Therefore, the condition on the pressure we have found using the stress force analysis (3.5)
is equivalent to the condition that the free energy has a minimum. This suggests that there
may be an issue with the definition of the free energy in the probe approximation. If the
free energy were properly defined, the equilibrium configuration would be located in the
stable region as determined by the stress force analysis.
4.3 Spatially modulated solutions in the Sakai-Sugimoto model
The Sakai-Sugimoto model consists of a D8 brane embedded in the D4 soliton geometry,
localized in the 5th compact direction and wrapping an S4. At low energies it is the
holographic dual to a confining QCD-like theory. As temperature is increased, the system
undergoes a transition to a deconfined phase, described by a black hole geometry. In this
phase (for large enough temperatures) the D8 splits in a D8 and D¯8 falling straight into the
horizon. This is seen as the dual version of chiral symmetry restoration. The global chiral
symmetries map to gauge fields on the branes worldvolumes, and the chiral anomalies to
five-dimensional Chern-Simons terms.
A D8 brane embedded in the D4 black hole geometry has an effective action of the
form
SD8 = −T8
∫
dtd3xduu1/4
√
−det(gαβ + F˜αβ) + α
6
T8
∫
dtd3xduµ1µ2µ3µ4µ5A˜µ1F˜µ2µ3F˜µ4µ5 .
(4.45)
We have integrated already over the S4 directions, so the effective metric is five-dimensional
ds2 = u3/2(−f(u)dt2 + d~x2) + du
2
u3/2f(u)
, f(u) = 1− u
3
T
u3
. (4.46)
The value of the Chern-Simons coupling is α = 34 . The authors of [26] demonstrate that
a homogeneous D8 embedding with an electric field F0u is unstable for fluctuations of the
gauge field with momentum below some threshold. For a density ρ = 5u
5/2
T this threshold
lies at k = 2.39u
1/2
T . In the field theory dual, this implies that a finite density homogeneous
state is unstable towards the appearance of inhomogeneous currents.
[26] propose as the endpoint of this instability a spatially modulated phase that in
the holographic dual is described by a configuration of the D8 gauge fields:
A˜t = a(u), A˜x + iA˜y = h(u)e
−ikz. (4.47)
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The solution proceeds as for the AdS black hole case in the previous subsection. Under
the ansatz for the solution, the equations of motion become
0 =∂u
(
ua′(u)
√
k2h(u) + u3√−a′(u)2 + f(u)h′(u)2 + 1
)
+ 4kαh(u)h′(u), (4.48)
0 =∂u
(
uf(u)
√
k2h(u) + u3h′(u)√−a′(u)2 + f(u)h′(u)2 + 1
)
+ 4kαh(u)a′(u)− k
2uh(u)
√−a′(u)2 + f(u)h′(u)2 + 1√
k2h(u) + u3
.
(4.49)
The first equation can be integrated, and solved for a′(u):
a′(u) =
√
f(u)h′(u)2 + 1
(
ρ− 2kαh(u)2)√
k2u2h(u) + 4k2α2h(u)4 − 4kαρh(u)2 + u5 + ρ2 . (4.50)
ρ is an integration constant proportional to the charge density.
The equation of motion for h(u) becomes
K(u)∂u
(
K(u)f(u)h′(u)
)
+ 4kαh(u)
(
ρ− 2kαh(u)2)− k2u2h(u) = 0, (4.51)
where
K(u) =
√
kh(u)2 (4kα2h(u)2 + ku2 − 4αρ) + u5 + ρ2
f(u)h′(u)2 + 1
. (4.52)
In order to solve the equation of motion one needs to fix the initial conditions at the
horizon h0 = h(uT ) and
h′(uT ) =
h0kuT
(
8h20kα
2 + ku2T − 4αρ
)
3
(
h0k
(
4h30kα
2 − 4h0αρ+ ku2T
)
+ u5T + ρ
2
) . (4.53)
One can determine the initial condition for the derivative by evaluating the equations of
motion at the horizon and eliminating the term a′′(uT ).
For the numerical calculation we rescale coordinates, density and momentum in such
a way that the horizon is effectively at uT = 1. Following [26], we then use the shooting
method to solve for solutions with ρ = 5, α = 3/4, demanding that the solution be
normalizable at the boundary. We find solutions in the interval k ∈ [1.485, 4.3494] that
resemble closely those found by Ooguri and Park. The value of the initial condition h0 for
different values of k is plotted in figure 5.
We can now check whether this solution is stable under the deformation conditions.
The longitudinal pressure density in the z direction is
pz = T
z
z = 2
∂L
∂Fzx
Fzx + 2
∂L
∂Fzy
Fzy − L. (4.54)
This gives
pz = T8u
4
√
−a′(u)2 + f(u)h′(u)2 + 1
k2h(u)2 + u3
. (4.55)
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Figure 5: Initial values h0 for different values of k.
The pressure density is divergent when u→∞
pz ' u5/2 +O
(
u−5/2
)
, (4.56)
but the divergence is independent of the solution, so we can simply subtract it in order to
compute the finite pressure in the dual field theory
〈pz〉 =
∫ ∞
uT
du
(
pz − u5/2
)
. (4.57)
The result is plotted in figure 6. We observe that the condition ∂k〈pz〉 > 0 is satisfied
only in a region of low k, k . 1.89u1/2T . As for the case of Maxwell-Chern-Simons in the
probe approximation, the stress force analysis seems to be in disagreement with the quoted
values of the free energy minimum. We have seen that in the backreacted MCS solution
the stress force condition is consistent with the thermodynamic analysis, so for the D8
branes it may also be related to the probe approximation and/or the definition of the free
energy. The MCS example suggests that the issue may be solved by taking into account
the backreaction and the contribution of closed string fields to the free energy.
5. Conclusions and future directions
We have presented new tests of stability for inhomogeneous phases based on small geometric
deformations. We used these tests to verify the stability of spatially modulated solutions,
which are holographic duals of finite density states. First, we expanded the energy to
second order in the deformations and established under what condition the solution is a
local minimum. We then presented a version of these conditions generalized to global
symmetries. The second test of stability amounts to demanding that local deformations
induce a restoring force in the material. For the solutions constructed in [25] we found
that the energy minimization condition is satisfied, but the force condition is not satisfied.
The force condition is also not satisfied in general in [26], and furthermore the minimum of
the free energy lies outside the stable region. However, analyzing the backreacted solution
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Figure 6: Pressure of the spatially modulated solutions in the Sakai-Sugimoto model. The mo-
mentum is normalized in units of u
1/2
T and the pressure in units of the effective D8 brane tension.
When the slope is positive the solutions are stable according to the stress force analysis.
for the system of [25] (using the results of [50]), we find that the restoring force condition
and thermodynamic stability are equivalent. This suggests that the free energy of the
probe solution has not been properly defined. In other words, that simply minimizing the
energy of the brane while neglecting the background is not a valid approximation. Another
possibility is that the probe solution is indeed unstable.
Although we have worked out the details of only a few examples, the methods we
present here can be applied to a variety of inhomogeneous solutions. An obvious advantage
of the stability checks we have presented is that they do not require solving the linearized
fluctuation equations for time-dependent configurations. Of course this renders the analysis
less comprehensive, since there may be unstable directions in field space not captured by
the kind of deformations we have presented.
The stability analysis can be improved by including additional types of deformations,
such as global (or gauge) symmetry deformations. This extension is relevant to myriad
holographic applications, such as solutions involving non-Abelian gauge fields dual to p-
wave superfluids [56,57].
A further extension of this work would exploit the connection between Goldstone
bosons and symmetry transformations. As the solutions we study spontaneously break
translation and/or rotation invariance, we expect that at low energies there should be
gapless modes, the Goldstone bosons. The precise number and dispersion relations of these
modes is a more complicated issue when Lorentz invariance is broken (see for instance
[58, 59], and [60] for an example in holography). In principle we expect the Goldstone
modes to take a form similar to the geometric deformations we use to test the stability
of the background configuration, so the stiffness tensor’ will determine at least in part
the effective action of Goldstone modes to quadratic order. The fact that we observe
flat directions implies that such modes are possible. The dependence of the energy on the
transverse angular momentum suggests that indeed the dispersion relation of the Goldstone
modes is not simply linear in momentum. We hope to explore these questions and more in
the future.
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A. General deformation for a gauge-invariant energy density
We can formally generalize the analysis of static deformations to allow deformations that
are time-dependent and involve the time directions (such as boosts). One can use these
methods to derive an effective action for deformations. With this in mind, we will now
consider a general deformation of a theory with Abelian gauge fields.
The change of coordinates is
x˜µ = xµ − ξµ(x). (A.1)
From
∂νξ
µ =
∂x˜α
∂xν
∂˜αξ
µ = (δαν − ∂νξα)∂˜αξµ, (A.2)
we get
∂νξ
α = ∂˜νξ
σ(δασ − ∂˜σξα). (A.3)
The field strength is, to second order
∂x˜α
∂xµ
∂x˜β
∂xν
Fαβ = Fµν + δF
(1)
µν + δF
(2)
µν , (A.4)
where
δF (1)µν = −∂˜σξρ(δσµFρν + δσνFµρ), (A.5)
and
δF (2)µν =
1
2
∂˜σξ
ρ∂˜λξ
τ (δσµδ
λ
ρFτν + δ
σ
ν δ
λ
ρFµτ + (σ, ρ)↔ (λ, τ)). (A.6)
The Jacobian to second order is ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂xµ∂x˜ν
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 1 + J (1) + J (2), (A.7)
where
J (1) = ∂˜σξ
σ, (A.8)
and
J (2) =
1
2
∂˜σξ
ρ∂˜λξ
τ (δσρ δ
λ
τ − δστ δλρ ). (A.9)
The energy to second order is then
EΛ = E +
∫
ddx
(
J (1)E + δE
δFµν
δF (1)µν
)
+
∫
ddx
(
J (2)E + J (1) δE
δFµν
δF (1)µν +
δE
δFµν
δF (2)µν +
1
2
δ2E
δFµνδFαβ
δF (1)µν δF
(1)
αβ
)
. (A.10)
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We can now compute terms which are second order in the deformations,
δE(2) =
1
2
∫
ddxC˜αγβδ ∂αξ
β∂γξ
δ, (A.11)
where C˜ijkl = C
ij
kl is the same tensor as in (2.26) (for δE/δAµ = 0), but C˜ has also temporal
indices:
C˜αγβδ = E
(
δαβ δ
γ
δ − δαδ δγβ
)
− δE
δFµν
(
Fµβδ
α
ν δ
γ
δ + Fβνδ
α
µδ
γ
δ + (α, β)↔ (γ, δ)
)
+
δE
δFµν
(
δαµδ
γ
βFδν + δ
α
ν δ
γ
βFµδ + (α, β)↔ (γ, δ)
)
+
δ2E
δFµνδFρσ
(
Fµβδ
α
ν + Fβνδ
α
µ
) (
Fρδδ
γ
σ + Fδσδ
γ
ρ
)
. (A.12)
B. Deformed configuration as force-free initial condition
The generic form of the background solution is
A3 = hk cos(kx2 + ϕ), (B.1)
A4 = hk sin(kx2 + ϕ), (B.2)
A0 = fk. (B.3)
We will modify this solution by a shift of the momentum and the phase,
k → k + δk, ϕ→ ϕ+ δϕ. (B.4)
To leading order
δA3 = a3 = δk∂khk cos(kx2 + ϕ)− (x2δk + δϕ) sin(kx2 + ϕ), (B.5)
δA4 = a4 = δk∂khk sin(kx2 + ϕ) + (x2δk + δϕ) cos(kx2 + ϕ), (B.6)
δA0 = a0 = δk∂kfk. (B.7)
We will restrict the change of the solution of wavelength k to an interval [−pi/k, pi/k]. A
change of the interval by δk will modify the solution only by δk2 terms, so we can neglect
it.
δk = δk0∆(x2), δϕ = δϕ(x2, r), (B.8)
where
∆(x) '
(
Θ
(
x+
pi
k
)
−Θ
(
x− pi
k
))
, (B.9)
Here Θ(x) is a step function. We can regularize the solution by changing the step functions
to (
Θ
(
x+
pi
k
)
−Θ
(
x− pi
k
))
−→ 1
2
(
tanh
[
M
(
x+
pi
k
)]
− tanh
[
M
(
x− pi
k
)])
, (B.10)
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with M  1. In this case
∆(x) =
1
2
(
tanh
[
M
(
x+
pi
k
)]
− tanh
[
M
(
x− pi
k
)])
. (B.11)
Expanding the gauge fields in background plus fluctuations FMN +fMN , the linearized
equations of motion are
∂M (
√−ggMAgNBfAB) + αNABCDFABfCD = 0. (B.12)
For the spatially modulated solution where Fr0 F23, Fr3, F24 and Fr4 are different from
zero this leads to
0 = ∂M (
√−ggMAg22fA2) + 4αh′(cos(kx2)f04 − sin(kx2)f03)− 4αA′0f34, (B.13)
0 = ∂M (
√−ggMAgrrfAr) + 4αkh(sin(kx2)f04 + cos(kx2)f03), (B.14)
0 = ∂M (
√−ggMAg33fA3) + 4αA′0f24 + 4αkh cos(kx2)fr0 + 4αh′ sin(kx2)f02, (B.15)
0 = ∂M (
√−ggMAg44fA4)− 4αA′0f23 + 4αkh sin(kx2)fr0 − 4αh′ cos(kx2)f02, (B.16)
0 = ∂M (
√−ggMAg00fA0)− 4αkh(sin(kx2)fr4 + cos(kx2)fr3)
− 4αh′(cos(kx2)f24 − sin(kx2)f23). (B.17)
For an ansatz where a2 = 0 and there is no dependence on the x
3 and x4 coordinates,
the equations (B.13), (B.14) and (B.17) are constraints depending only on first or zero
time derivatives of the gauge potential. The other two equations, (B.15) and (B.16) are
dynamical, they contain two time derivatives of a3 and a4. We want to study the time evo-
lution of the system starting with an initial configuration similar to (B.8). The constraint
equations (B.13) and (B.14) are satisfied automatically. When we evaluate explicitly the
third constraint (B.17)) there is a term proportional to δk
δk
[
(r2∂kf
′)′ + 4kh∂kh′ + 4kh′∂kh+ 4hh′
]
. (B.18)
This is the variation with respect to k of the equation of motion for the background solution
fk, so it will vanish. The remaining contributions are
r
H
∂kf∂
2
2δk + 4h
′h(x2∂2δk + ∂2δϕ) = 0. (B.19)
This is satisfied if
δϕ = δϕ0 − x2δk +
∫
dx2δk − r
H
∂kfk
4hh′
∂2δk. (B.20)
For (B.9),
δϕ = δϕ0 − δk0x2∆(x2) + δk0
2M
log
[
cosh
[
M
(
x2 +
pi
k
)]
cosh
[
M
(
x2 − pik
)]]
− r
H
∂kfk
8hh′
Mδk0
(
sech2
[
M
(
x2 +
pi
k
)]
− sech2
[
M
(
x2 − pi
k
))]
. (B.21)
The change in the phase of the solution is, up to terms that are exponentially localized
around x2 = ±pi/k,
δθ = δkx2 + δϕ ' δϕ0 + δk0
2M
log
[
cosh
[
M
(
x2 +
pi
k
)]
cosh
[
M
(
x2 − pik
)]] . (B.22)
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The asymptotic value is a constant
δθ±∞ = lim
x2→±∞
δθ = δϕ0 ± piδk0
k
. (B.23)
One can see that δθ ∼ δk0x2 + δϕ0 in the interval [−pi/k, pi/k] and δθ ' δθ±∞ outside the
interval. Therefore the initial configuration has the desired form, where the shift in k is
restricted to the interval, but the phase of the solution outside the interval is shifted in
such a way that it is continuous in the limit M →∞. In the linearized approximation we
can add three of these solutions in such a way that the asymptotic phase of the solution
at positive and negative infinity is the same. We simply add the solution that shifts k by
δk0 in the interval [−pi/k, pi/k] with the solutions that shift k by −δk0/2 in the intervals
[−3pi/k,−pi/k] and [pi/k, 3pi/k].
Up to exponentially localized terms in the boundaries of the interval, the initial config-
uration with δk0 < 0 describes precisely the situation where a strip is stretched while the
neighbouring strips are compressed. The force analisys tell us that in the regions where
∂kp < 0, the forces would tend to increase the deformation even more.
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